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Abstract: With increasing number of inventions and innovations in technology which have become an integral part for humans thus,
the urge for same amount in field of security and privacy is felt. The techniques likes cryptography, watermarking, steganography have
been able to provide some relief. Steganography of these entire have recently caught the highlight and constant research and
development is taking place with steganography as centre point. This paper aim at contributing to towards steganography by analysing
various mediums and formats on which it can be applied and most specifically compare between PNG and JPEG format for image based
steganography.
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The whole process of steganography is presented in the
image below:

1. Introduction
Steganographyis a process used for the purpose of
concealing a file, message, image, or video within another
file, message, image, or video. The wordsteganography is
formed by combining two keywords i.e.steganos (στεγανός),
which means "covered or concealed" and graphein (γράυειν)
which means "writing"[1] thus, it can be referred and can art
of writing which is covered by another object which in our
case is an image.
1.2. Types of Steganography on the Basis of Medium
Here were categorize steganography on the basis of the
medium used as a covering agent. It can be broadly divided
onto three types [2]:
[1] Image Steganography
[2] Text Steganography
[3] Audio Steganography
[4] Video Steganography

2. Image
2.1. Definition of Image
An image (from Latin: imago) is an artifact that depicts or
records visual perception[]. For a computer an image is
nothing but the 2-D representation of the real world objects
which a computer digitize and represent over a 2-D plane
with pixels as tiny co-ordinates, combination of which forms
the entire image. The pixels are the smallest picture element
which forms the actual image. Each pixel stores the intensity
value in form of bits.Number of bits per pixel is known as
Bit Depth. A Monochrome and grayscale images use 8 bits
for each pixel and are able to display 256 different colors or
shades of grey whereas for a color image having RGB model
usually 24 Bit Depth we need 24 bits(8 bits for each color
component) to store each pixel which is also known as True
color[11].

1.3. Basic Terminology
 Message, m: The text which we are willing to hide from
plain sight.
 Stego Object, so: The object/image formed with message
hidden underneath.
 Cover Object, co: The object/image which is used as the
upper layer underneath which the message is hidden.
 Key, k: A secret key shared between two communicating
medium A and B, used to cipher and decipher.
1.4. Steganography Process

Thus in one given pixel, there can be 256 different quantities
of red, green and blue, adding up to more than 16-million
combinations, resulting in more than 16-million colors [11].
Not surprisingly the larger amount of colors that can be
displayed, the larger the file size [9].
2.2. Various Formats of Image
Images are categorised into various formats, each having
their own characteristics, advantages and disadvantages.
Some of the popular formats used today are PNG, JPEG,
JIFF, BMP, GIF etc. Two such formats are discussed here.

 Embedding Function, E: This is the function/Algorithm we
apply to perform steganography. This function takes
message m, key k, and cover object co as parameters and
returns Stego object so as an output.
 Decoding Function, D: This is the function/Algorithm we
apply to do the reverse of what embedding function E did.
It takes only two things as parameter i.e. the Stego Object
so and the key k used in embedding function.
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Ideal For
Color Depth
Compression
Algorithm

Camera
8-24 bits
Lossy

Internet
24-32 bit
Lossless

3. Steganography in JPEG
Theimage-based steganography are broadly divided into two
categories:
 Frequency domain Steganography
 Spatial domain steganography.

Figure 1: Zoomed Images (image source: Google)
2.2.1. Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG)
The most well-known format i.e. JPEGis an abbreviation for
"Joint Photographic Experts Group," which is also the name
of the committee that developed this popular image format.
JPEG is a compressed image file format. JPEG images
consist of a huge array of colors which makes it the best
choice for compressing photographic images. It is a highly
popular format thus, you will come across it many times in
your day to day life. Though JPEG images are high
resolution images which has high color depth and clarity, it
is a lossy format, which means some quality is lost when the
image is compressed. After each compression the image
losses its original form and thus, after a certain amount of
compression the image completely loses its integrity and
appears as block of colors just like lego pieces.
(a)





Properties of JPEG
Popular format for all imaging devices.
Compressed format.
This format allow a wide range 8-24 bits indexed color.
Uses lossy compression algorithms.

2.2.2.
Portable Network Graphics (PNG)
PNG which stands for Portable Network Graphics is very
popular image format used over the internet. This format was
developed to overcome the drawbacks of GIF file formats
[4]. It supports palette based images i.e. 24 bits for RGB and
32 bits for ARGB where A stands for alpha channel of the
image. This was specifically designed for internet usage thus,
does not support other color model apart from RGB. It
provides lossless compression, thus providing real image
after every compression.
(a)





Properties of PNG
Popular format for usage over the internet.
Lossless Compression Algorithms are used.
Only RGB model applicable.
Provides 24 or 32 bit depth for images.
Table 1: Comparison of JPEG and PNG
File Type

File Suffix
File Size
Resolution
Support Color
Complexity

JPEG
Joint Photographic
Expert Group
.jpg
small
High
16 Million Colors
Quite Complex
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PNG
Portable Network
Graphics
.png
Larger than JPEG
High
Much Higher in 32 bit
Comparatively Simpler

The first digital image steganography was done in the spatial
domain using LSB coding (replacing the least significant bit
or bits with embedded data bits) [16]. JPEG transforms
spatial data into the frequency domain [3]and employs a
lossy compression thus, on each processing and then
conversion back to spatial domain, the image loses its
integrity due to introduction of too much noise and loss of
data. These would be hard to correct using error correction
coding. Hence, it was concluded that steganography would
not be possible in JPEG images.JPEG encoding is divided
into lossy and lossless stages [14]. DCT transformations to
the frequency domain and quantization stages are lossy,
whereas entropy encoding of the quantized DCT coefficients
(which we will call the JPEG coefficients to distinguish them
from the raw frequency domain coefficients) is lossless
compression [3] and researchers took advantage of this
property of JPEG and decided to embed data bits inside the
JPEG coefficients before the entropy coding stage.

4. An overview of LSB
A digital image is a 2 Dimensional array of varying intensity
levels. For gray scale image, 8 bits per pixel are used
whereas in a color image following RGB model, there are 24
bits/pixel, 8 bits assigned to each color components. Least
significant bit (LSB) insertion is a common, simple approach
to embedding information in a cover image [5]. The LSB
uses a simple concept of replacing the last bit with the
message bit. An 800 × 600 pixel image, can thus store a total
amount of 1,440,000 bits or 180,000 bytes of embedded data
[9]. For example a grid for 3 pixels of a 24-bit image can be
as follows: (00101101 00011100 11011100) (10100110
11000100 00001100) (11010010 10101101 01100011)
When the number 200, which binary representation is
11001000, is embedded into the least significant bits of this
part of the image, the resulting grid is as follows: (00101101
00011101 11011100) (10100110 11000101 00001100)
(11010010 10101100 01100011) Although the number was
embedded into the first 8 bytes of the grid, only the 3
underlined bits needed to be changed according to the
embedded message. On average, only half of the bits in an
image will need to be modified to hide a secret message
using the maximum cover size [10]. Since there are 256
possible intensities of each primary color, changing the LSB
of a pixel results in small changes in the intensity of the
colors. These changes cannot be perceived by the human eye
- thus the message is successfully hidden. With a wellchosen image, one can even hide the message in the least as
well as second to least significant bit and still not see the
difference [5]. The advantage of LSB embedding is its ease
and many techniques use these methods [5]. But, if the
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security aspect is considered it may not be a good choice
dueto its low robustness and tamper resistance. They are
highly sensitive to any sort of image processing like
cropping, filters, resizing, contrasting etc.

LSB embedding [13], [14], and [15] is the most common
technique to embed message bits DCT coefficients. This
method has also been used in the spatial domain where the
least significant bit value of a pixel is substituted with the
message bits. It is done by associating an even coefficient
with a zero bit and an odd one with a one. In order to embed
a message bit in a pixel or a DCT coefficient, the sender
increases or decreases the value of the coefficient/pixel to
embed a zero or a one. The receiver then extracts the hidden
message bits by reading the coefficients in the same
sequence. And decoding them in accordance with the
encoding technique performed on it. LSB embedding in
JPEG images offers good embedding capacity and low visual
detection by human eye. It provides capacity of almost one
bit per coefficients using the frequency domain technique.

5. Application and Evaluation
5.1 Images before Steganography
Figure 2: Basic Flow of LSB Steganography Process
4.1. Advantages of LSB
1. LSB algorithm is it is quick and easy to implement.
2. Causes minimal distortion per unit area of image.
3. LSB insertion also works well with gray-scale images

Figure 3(a):JPEG Figure 3(b): PNG

4.2. Disadvantages of LSB
1. Low robustness.
2. Highly vulnerable to cropping, contrasting and other sort
of image processing.

Figure 4(a): JPEG Figure 4(b): PNG

4.3. The LSB Algorithm

Table 2: Description of Images used

1. Select cover-object CO as an input.
2. Encode the CO in binary [12].
3. The Secret Message, m.
4. Encode the m in binary [12].
5. Choose one pixel of the CO randomly.
6. Use a pixel selection to hide information in the CO.
7. Save the new image (Stego-object) SO in the desired
format.

JPEG(a)

Name

Fig 3
Fig 4

PNG(b)

Size
MB

Dimension
X*Y

Depth
BPP

5.08
0.4

5616x3744
1920x1080

24
24

Size Dimension Depth
MB
X*Y
BPP
27.9 5616x3744
3.33 1920x1080

5.2. Images after Steganography

4.4. LSB in PNG image format
PNG format for a LSB Steganography is a great choice. As
the LSB works on spatial domain thus, it becomes very
important that there is no introduction of noise or error of
any sort. Under this scenario PNG is the best format due to
the fact that it uses a lossless compression so the
substitutions made during the whole process of LSB
steganography is not lost. PNG also provides huge storing
capacity and high quality image after steganography thus,
avoiding detection by just looking at the image.

Figure 5(a): JPEG

Figure 5(b): PNG

Figure 6(a): JPEG

Figure 6(b): PNG

4.5. LSB in JPEG image format
For a JPEG image, LSB is similar to what is done in LSB for
PNG with a slight difference that they are entropy encoded
after embedding of bits.
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Table 3: Comparison of LSB for JPEG and PNG
Efficiency on reasonable data
Data Capacity
Detection (Steganalysis)
Resultant Image Distortion
Robustness against Image Manipulation
Robustness against statistical attack
Payload Capacity
Independent File Format
Suspicion on the basis of File created
Visibility

PNG
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low

JPEG
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
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6. Conclusion
It was observed that conventional LSB is not effective in
case of JPEG as the data gets manipulated on compression
due to its lossy nature. Whereas for a PNG image a simple
LSB is applicable without any loss of data on compression.
Also, they both fair almost equal in terms of storing capacity
and image quality of final image.
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